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Response of Electromagnetic Deflection
for CRT- Display *

* *Hiroya SANO and Yoshihiro TANADA

Synopsis

In the CRT display system of high-speed electromagnetic
deflection, the tendency to amplifier saturation should not be
neglected. We first show the limitation to the linear characte
ristics of input-output response and the response time under
the saturation condition in this system. We try to improve the
frequency-characteristics of the amplifier by making the load re
sistance constant and the feedback-paths partially positive, and
reduce the L/R value of the load circuit by adopting the mutual
ly-coupled yokecoils and the low-current amplifier. As the
result, it is suggested that a low-power dissipation and high
speed response electromagnetic deflection system can be const
ructed.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, as the image display device in the information terminal equip
ment, the CRT is widely used in the almost cases, because of high quality and
reliability attained through the inquiries for many years. Recently, from the
requirements to use the solid-state device and project the image on a large
screen or in a threedimension, the new devices different from the CRT 'have been
produced in many laboratories by way of trial, but can be never found useful
ones superior to the CRT in regard to the functions of response-time, bright
ness and resolution, etc. In this transition period of the display devices
under development, it is significant for us to make clear the problems and the
points to improve on the CRT system.

The type of the CRT used in the information terminal equipment is mostly
the electromagnetic deflection type, so that the displacement linearity and
spot-size stability may be required over a large display surface (1). In this
case, however, the initial nonlinear response of the system tends to make the
access-time extremely long. And it is said that the more quick response, the
higher power dissipation required in the system (1).

In this paper, we analyzed the response process in the deflection system
and suggest to be able to obtain the high-speed response with low-power dissi
pation.

2. The Signals ih,the Deflection System

In the CRT display system, figures or patterns are drawn by means of Riss
ajous lo'ci where x=~(t) and y=4(t) are curve components and z=~(t) is bright
ness component. As the x and y signals, steps are usually adopted to explain
positions and incremental curves, and ramps and sine-cosines, etc., to explain
the specific continuous curves. ' To the z signal step is used. In the electro
magnetic deflection, the step responses in the x or y route to the particular
input-levels are likely to take the settling time extremely long as shown at
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Fig.l-The step responses in the electromagnetic
deflection to the several input-levels.

3. Analysis of the Deflection
Circuit

The electromagnetic def
lection circuit used in CRT
display has generally the nega
tive-feedback loop to keep the
yokecoil current steady and the
response time short, as shown
at Fig. 2. Its response to the
high-speed current is likely to
be influenced by the amplifier
saturation, since it forms a
current amplifier with inductive
load or a voltage amplifier with
feedback loop of low-pass type.
The summing amplifier may be
composed of an operational amp
lifier, in which the characte
ristics of saturation and gain
are roughly decided by ones of
th~ first stage and the near,
where the outline of the transi
ent characteristics would be
known. Further, on the yokecoil
and the resistor H to keep its
current steady, distributed re
sistance and inductance should
be very small, respectively.
Thus, the circuit of Fig. 2
can be rewritten as Fig. 3 ex
plaining the above properties
(3). In the linear range where
the output voltage does not reach into the saturation level, that is IV.I < E.,
a set of output response is represented by calculus operator p as follows:

V.~ F(P){-<P't:+ \) ~~Vi - P't: FU.L( 0)+ 'PT.. ( P't:+ I ) V.~~) }

I!:::;.F(P){-~' Vi + \''t(Pti+l)iLCO'+P'ti._I_. v.CO)}
L K. R Kz K. R

Fig. l(a)-(3), (4) and l(b)
(3), (4). They are the satura
tion responses in whose proces
ses each output voltage Ldi/dt +
Hi is, clamped by the saturation
voltage of the amplifier, and
that is the cause to make the a
access-time long. On the other
hand, the linear responses un
influenced by the saturation,
as shown at Fig. l(a)-(l), (2)
and l(b)-(l), (2), had better
take the settling time short,
so that the figure distortion
based on time delay should be
inconspicuous. The methods to
improve these two responses are
mentioned in the following sec
tions.

where the transfer coefficient

A{3
F(p)= I+A~

and the loop gain

A{J '-- K.
-. CP"t"..+')

(paLe + I ) K.
(PT+ I )( peR + I) . (P't"..+ I ) <P'L+I) •

(4)
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Fig.3-The analytical model of the deflection circuit.

When the loop gain A~ satisfys the critical condition in the linear response
to the step input as v.. =E. -E. u(t), the settling time is minimum and the 'peak
value of the output voltage, maximum. That is, when

1<2 't"o. = 't"14 or Kz/ to. =(1t 12 ) L ,

the time

t~t =zr..x

( 5)

( 6)

where the settling error-rate of the current p =(l+x)exp(-x), and the peak
. K (7)

11101""0.1 =; \ 2 £-1 Kz Es- Et!-K'. '

If the peak value calculated goes over the output saturation voltage, that is
IV.IMU~E., the saturation response occurs. In the instant of saturation, the

forward path is stopped up, the voltage Eo transmitted into the input side
through the backward path, and the voltage summed there reaches the threshold
level of the saturation voltage ±E./flo, until the loop is closed again and
the output vo and i L gain rapid access to each steady-state value. This dura
tion of the saturation is represented, to neglect the very short time till the
start of the saturation, as follows:

t54t = 1:"1m. I + ~.~ (8)
1;- <E.. Es).JSL

"E. K.
In the saturation response, the time t.u occuPys so many a part of the access
time between the starting and settling points of the output response to step
input, that it ought to be reduced.

4. Some Methods to Get the Better Response

Even if the linear response takes, as mentioned previously, the minimum
access-time under the critical condition, it should be rather damped with a
view of stabilizing the system. Thus, here fits the equation with margin

Kz lo. ~ 'L /4 or K.I fA. ~ (7L / 2) 'Z:" (9)

for Eq.(5). The more quick response is obtained by increasing the gain-band
product K.fa. satisfied with Eq.(9). There is the limitation in increasing Kz,
because it means to increase the peak IVo'~~ and decrease the linearity margin
according to Eq. (7). The increase of the frequency band fa. can be carried
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Therefore, under a settled distance of N.F.-E--t-----"1
deflection, the response becomes more
quick as 'the voltage 11hl dropped in R
increases. This may be realized by
adopting the condition that the voltage
of the circuit and the power supply is
taken higher and the current lower so
as to save the ~ower dissipation.
Thereby it is neccesary to increase
L= lrt>l/llcl and R= IlTRI/ILLI = PRI \{L\Z
where the increment of L is less than
of R. The capacitance C, however, in
creases with the inductance L in the
yokecoil, and so the lower limitation
of I{d should be set in the range
where CR does not influence the stabili-
ty of the system. The time-constant T can be much decreased by the above
mentioned methods.

By the way, under the condition Ei=Es=E<m.% of the edge-to-center deflec
tion by step input, the critical response is not influenced by the saturation
voltage, if the equation (13) derived from Eq.(7) and (11) is satisfied, that
is

2E-'KzOC < I ,

ex - E,,,",,% .lS.!... _ I'VR I...."
- E. Kz - E.

as' found from Eq.(8). The decrease of
IX. means to expand the operating
region of the current amplifier. Both
the linear response and the saturation
response can be made more quick by re
ducing 'C. The relation between tSll.t
and c:: is linear and t ...t is influenced
very effectively by it.

The decrease of ~ can be carried
out by adopt~ng the parallel common or
serial differential method in Fig.5(a)
or 5(b), respectively, where both me
thods take ~ one half and the power
dissipation two times. The more power
margin allows to decrease ~ by combina
tion of parallel and series.

Now, standing on a different view
point,take notice that a settled de
flection is given not by electromagne~

tic energy, but by magnetic flux.
Considering it, the time-constant is
transformed into

1::-.b...- L!,(c\
- R - R liLl

oMt as the circuit of Fig.4 shows, in which the amplifier load with the
distributed capacitance C of the yokecoil is constant resistance R and the
positive feedback contradicts the part of the phase lead by LC. The loop
gain considered to high frequency in this circuit 'is as follows:

A . Kz I (10)
(3::=; (p't"o.+ I) • (P't"+ I) (peR +I)

The shorter time ts..~ in the sat-
uration response is surely obtained by
reducing ~ or the rate of the available
voltage in the output

and then the time-constant of the response

..,... > \'t>\",." ='7: (14)
....... EE. ro

is derived from Eq.(4), (12) and (13). If in the response to the 10w-leve1_in
put here is desired the shorter time-constant by increasing Kz than L~,then
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the saturation of the response to the high-level input could not be avoided.
Where given the values of I~I~= = 120 pH·A and Eo=lOOV. the time-constant
is 0.44 ftsec. without dividing the yokecoil, and 0.22 flsec. with dividing it
into two parts.

5. Conclusion

In the electromagnetic deflection on CRT display, the response to the
step input for indicating the position is subject to be influenced by step
levels and the incorrect estimation of this time brings unexpected distortion
on a figure drawn from a certain point. And it is said that the more quick
response requires the higher power dissipation.

In this paper these two problems are dealt with, that is, the response
process is made clear by a concise model representative of the system with a
saturating element, and the possibility of the system for a low-power dissipa
tion and a high-speed response by some measures to improve is suggested.
The problems concerning the saturation are to be seen in the other general
amplifiers, to which such an inner model of amplifier as Fig.3 will be able to
be diverted. Further, it is added that some problems with regard to the res
ponse of the deflection system are dealt with in relation to the analog gene
rators for display.
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